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ABSTRACT
The key aspect in the design of any contention-based medium
access control (MAC) protocol is the mechanism to measure
and resolve simultaneous contention. Generally, terrestrial
wireless MACs can only observe success or collision of a con-
tention attempt through carrier sense. An implicit estimate
of the number of contenders occurs through repeated ob-
servation and changing back-o� contention window. Recent
work in underwater MAC protocols suggest there it is pos-
sible to directly count the number of contenders by exploit-
ing the spatio-temporal uncertainty inherent to high-latency
underwater acoustic medium. Prior work has shown how to
use counting in underwater MACs, and how to optimize con-
tention windows in radio MACs. In this paper, we quantify
bounds to convergence time for MAC protocols employing
exact contender counting. We show that perfect counting al-
lows contention to converge quickly, independent of network
density, with an asymptotic limit of 3.6 contention rounds
on average. We con�rm this analysis with simulation of a
speci�c underwater MAC protocol, and suggest the oppor-
tunity for the results to generalize for any radio-based MACs
that estimate contenders.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.5 [Local and Wide-Area Networks]: Access schemes

General Terms
Veri�cation, Performance

Keywords
Underwater acoustic sensor networks, Contention-aware MAC

1. INTRODUCTION
Media access and design of the MAC protocol in�uences

nearly every aspect of network performance, from channel
utilization, latency, fairness, and�of particular interest for
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sensor networks�energy e�ciency. MAC protocols run over
many di�erent media, including shared, broadcast cables
(original 3 and 10Mb/s Ethernet), switched point-to-point
links (modern Ethernet), half-duplex radio-based wireless
channels, and acoustic wireless channels. Acoustic wireless
has been the medium of choice for underwater applications
because of its long range (km compared to cm for underwater
RF), but acoustic communications has limited bandwidth
and propagation latencies �ve orders of magnitude longer
than RF [11]. Underwater acoustics has been of interest for
recent underwater sensor networks [8, 19].
Di�erent physical media provide di�erent kinds of infor-

mation about contention. Radio communications are often
half duplex and provide no information when transmitting a
channel access request; radio protocols often sense the chan-
nel (Carrier Sense) before and after contention to detect con-
current use. Shared Ethernet provides the ability to detect
concurrent contention requests (Collision Detect), provid-
ing more information. A third alternative is to avoid con-
tention by using orthogonal channels, perhaps via CDMA
(e.g., [13]), FDMA, or TDMA, although those approaches
raise their own costs in coordination overhead, their full con-
sideration must be outside the scope of the contention-based
protocols we consider here.
While acoustic communication is challenging [11], recent

underwater MAC protocols have shown that long propaga-
tion delays can be exploited as an opportunity [17, 6, 7, 12,
14]. A novel but simple way of exploiting propagation de-
lay (or spatial uncertainty in packet reception [15], details
in Section 2.1) is to use short packets, or �tones� to count
the number of terminals contending for the channel. Count-
ing is possible underwater because short contention tones,
coupled with large acoustic propagation delays, mean that
concurrent channel requests arrive at di�erent times at dif-
ferent receivers with high probability. T-Lohi is a MAC
protocol that uses tones to provide contention-based chan-
nel access in underwater acoustic networks [17]. Simulations
show that T-Lohi provides stable performance over a wide
range of loads and number of contenders while consuming
little energy, but while these simulations suggest stability in
the scenarios that were considered, they do not show why
T-Lohi is stable, nor guarantee stability in other situations.
The contribution of this paper is to establish bounds on

the convergence, or contention resolution, time for MAC
protocols employing exact contender counting. Using Markov
analysis, we show that perfect counting allows contention to
converge quickly, and establish that medium access delay is
independent of network load and density. This result identi-
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�es the root cause of T-Lohi stability. We show that count-
based contention can converge with an asymptotic limit of
3.6 contention rounds on average. We con�rm this analysis
with simulation of T-Lohi, and suggest the opportunity for
the results to generalize to radio-based MACs that estimate
contenders. Our results apply wherever perfect counting
is possible, but also provide a lower-bound on delay when
counting accuracy falls, either due to collisions at high den-
sities or the use of indirect measures.
Although the acoustic medium is unique in allowing an

accurate count of contenders (with high probability), the
concept of counting or estimating contenders applies more
broadly. Satellite networks are high latency; although to-
day they are mostly centralized and TDMA-based, alter-
native designs may consider a contention-based approach.
Such a design may be well suited to extra-terrestrial net-
works such as at Mars, where terminals come and go over
time and centralization may be undesirable. In RF MACs
such as 802.11, contender counting is not done explicitly,
but instead implicitly as collisions increase the backo� win-
dow. In a sense, 802.11's RTS/CTS provides an estimate of
the number of contenders, sharing the contention window [1]
e�ectively propagates the best estimate of concurrent con-
tenders. Other research has used estimates of the number of
contenders to optimize RF-based MACs, using idle-time be-
tween transmissions in [9], or the conditional collision prob-
ability in [5, 3]. These mechanisms are exploiting contender
count by indirectly measuring it and thus our analysis, with
an exact count, bounds them.

2. CONTENDER COUNTING: EMBRACING
PROPAGATION LATENCY

We view the large propagation delay in acoustic networks
as an opportunity. This unique perspective is a distinguish-
ing characteristic of several new underwater MAC proto-
cols [17, 6, 7, 12, 14]. We present an intuitive reason for
this optimistic approach to acoustic medium access, and de-
scribe how it allows us to detect and count contenders. We
then brie�y describe, with an aim to help understand the
ensuing analysis, the T-Lohi protocol as an example MAC
protocol that explicitly exploits this capability.

2.1 Using Available Space-Time Volume
The interaction of large propagation latencies and access

times results in an opportunity to exploit available space-

time volume. Figure 1 illustrate this opportunity. When
node A transmits its packet, a conservative approach to
prevent any collision (used in traditional RF protocols) is to
block transmissions while the packet remains in the medium.
Such an approach is understandable for RF communications,
where nano-second propagation latencies make the �blocked
transmission� period short. With high propagation latency
of acoustic networks, a large space-time volume is avail-
able for concurrent reception (observe the two triangular
regions available for packet reception in Figure 1). While
RF-based CSMA protocols would waste this volume, under-
water MACs can coordinate and stagger collision-free packet
reception in the unused volume. This approach has been em-
ployed, implicitly or explicitly, to exploit acoustic latency in
recent underwater protocols [6, 7, 12, 14]. We next recap
a simple but straightforward exploitation that allows us to
detect and count contenders [17].

2.2 Counting Contenders
A key observation from Figure 1 is that smaller packet

transmission allows greater available volume even for the
same inter-node propagation delays. In the extreme case,
sending a single information unit (in essence a bit) would
yield us the largest unused volume. Since data packets gen-
erally are several bytes long (due to preambles, headers and
CRC), sending data packets would mitigate such a bene�t.
Therefore we propose sending short information units, or

tones, that represents a node's intent to contest medium ac-
cess (as in the T-Lohi MAC [17]). A tone reception, there-
fore, indicates contention. As a consequence of the available
space-time volume for each transmit-receive pairing, tones
will be received individually and, with a high probability,
without collision at receivers. Tones allow each node to
maintains a current count of contenders by simply incre-
menting a counter for each tone detection. While collisions
might occur, they still trigger a detection (tones are non-
interfering energy) leading to an undercount, but because
tones arrive at di�erent times at di�erent receivers, others
may get a correct estimate.
Figure 2 explains this process where three nodes A, B and

D transmit tone packets. While individual tones overlap at
certain locations, their small size increases the probability of
not overlapping; thus independent detection of tones at all
four receivers who can identify three concurrent contention
attempts. This ability is unique in that it allows nodes to
adapt their backo� strategies on the basis of an exact count
of how much tra�c exists in the network. Comparatively,
half-duplex wireless MACs have to use carrier sensing and
back-o� to avoid collision. Thus collision backo� strategies
are generally sub-optimal, with exponential backo� a con-
servative and unfair [9], but widely used, method for backo�.
In this paper, while we use T-Lohi as a concrete example

of contender-aware distributed backo�, we believe that our
model and analysis provides lower bounds for any counting-
aware MAC protocol. Several such counting-aware protocols
indirectly approximate the contender count by, for example,
using conditional collision probability [5] or sensing idle-time
intervals [9] and employ this count in a distributed backo�.

2.3 T-Lohi: A MAC that Counts
Tone-Lohi (T-Lohi) is a contention-based MAC protocol

for underwater acoustic networks [17]. T-Lohi provides an
energy e�cient medium access mechanism by leveraging a
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Figure 3: An example T-Lohi protocol contention
exchange

sub-mW tonal energy detector [18] and using the contender
count (as explained above) to reserve collision-free packet
transmission. We now summarize this protocol to help de-
velop an analytical framework in the next sections.
In T-Lohi, nodes contend to reserve data transmission. It

requires that nodes �rst send a short tone and then listen
for the duration of the contention round (a constant de�ned
by communication range) to decide if reservation is success-
ful. If only one node contends in a contention round, it wins,
ending the reservation period and then transmitting its data.
Since nodes can keep count of contenders (Section 2.2), addi-
tional detections in a round extend the reservation period by
randomly backing-o� within a window equal to this count.
Figure 3 shows an example of this process: nodes A and
C have data to transmit but �rst send tones indicating con-
tention. At the end of the �rst contention round both A and
C have a count of two and back-o� to attempt uniformly in
one of the next two rounds. If no other tone is detected in
a given round (like A does not in round two), collision free
data transmission occurs in the subsequent round.
In our earlier work our simulations show that, beyond

channel saturation, the protocol shows very little load- and
density dependence [17]. We postulated that a counting-
aware backo� results in constant-time convergence. On the
other hand, prior analysis of binary exponential backo� (BEB)
shows that the medium access delay is linear in the number
of active terminals [10]. We now follow up our prior as-
sumptions with evidence for counting allowing constant ac-
cess delay, by �rst providing basis for modeling the reserva-
tion period using super-rounds (Section 3) and then solving
a Markov chain based analytic model of a counting-aware
MAC's access delay (Section 4).

2.4 Generalizing to Non-Underwater Media
To our knowledge, to date, the only direct realization

of contender counting is for underwater acoustic commu-
nications. Current wired and wireless networks handle con-
tention through multiple rounds of contention and binary-
exponential backo�. Researchers have also used approxima-
tions of contenders to optimize RF MAC operation [3, 9, 5].
We show that counting is advantageous; an open challenge
is if exact contention count can be realized in RF networks.
We speculate that it may be feasible in satellite networks
where large propagation delay increases the contention vol-
ume, even at radio speeds. Exploration of these ideas is
future work.

3. MODELING USING SUPER-ROUNDS
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Figure 4: Super-Rounds: An example T-Lohi reser-
vation period with three contenders, broken into
conceptual super-rounds. Dashed contention rounds
show chosen, but not used (due to contention detec-
tion), backo� round for a node.

We now analytically predict the the average duration of
T-Lohi's reservation period (RP), which we de�ne as its con-
vergence time, in order to explain the throughput stability
of counting-aware MAC protocols under high loads. This
convergence time is essential in determining the bounds on
T-Lohi's throughput and latency, as data transmission im-
mediately follows the end of a RP. Moreover this analysis
will also provide an analytic lower bound for the reservation
delay for any counting-aware protocol. In this section we
provide the framework to model a reservation period for a
counting-aware MAC, like T-Lohi.
We �rst de�ne the assumptions behind our model. Next,

we introduce super-rounds that are conceptual sub-divisions
of a reservation period. Finally, we estimate the average
duration of a super-round to help us in �nding the overall
delay in transmitting packets.

3.1 Modeling Assumptions
To make our mathematical analysis we have made three

assumptions. First, we consider only a synchronized and
saturated network where all nodes simultaneously attempt
contention at the end of data frame. Second, we are not
concerned with fair access and ignore mechanism that en-
forces fairness (like those in T-Lohi). Lastly, we assume no
tone collisions so that all nodes always have the same, and
exact, contender count.

3.2 Super-Rounds: Subdivisions of Reserva-
tion Period

To help model T-Lohi, we conceptually divide a reser-
vation period into super-rounds. These conceptual super-
rounds, as we show next, can be tractably solved for their
duration We then use super-round as a states of a Markov
chain (Section 4) and solve the broader goal of �nding the
duration of a reservation period.
Super-rounds are characterized by the number of (con-

tending) nodes when it starts. Thus an N -node super-round
(SR) starts with N contending nodes, each already aware of
the other N − 1 contenders. The super-round ends when
at least one node attempts contention by sending a tone.



In between the nodes backo� uniformly in a window of N
contention rounds (CR). If M (≤ N) nodes simultaneously
re-attempt a new SR starts with M nodes and the reserva-
tion period continues. Thus a reservation period consists of
one or more super-rounds, ending when only a single con-
tender remains at the end of a SR. To complete the length of
a reservation period we need to add the �rst CR after data
in which all nodes make an attempt (and were previously
not aware of how many contenders exist).
Figure 4 explains the concept of a super-round for a sat-

urated network with an example of three concurrently con-
testing nodes a, b, and c. Once a data transmission ends
all three saturated nodes contend. After the �rst contention
round all nodes backo� with a window of three contention
rounds, thus starting the �rst, 3-node super-round (repre-
sented by the solid block). As an example scenario consider
that both a and b choose the second contention round, but
c chooses the third contention round. The �rst super-round
thus spans two contention rounds (node c backs o� trans-
mitting in third round due to contention detection) at the
end of which a and b have a window of two, thus starting
a new 2-node super-round. This super-rounds ends (in this
example) within one round as both a and b choose the �rst of
two possible round starting a new, but still 2-node, super-
round. Finally, in this third super-round, the contention
ends with a and b choosing di�erent backo�, and node a
�nally transmitting data as the only remaining contender.
As our example shows, super-rounds can be of any length
up to the size of the contention window (thus a 3 node SR
can last 1,2 or 3 contention rounds).

3.3 Expected Duration of a Super-Round
We now compute the expected length of any super-round.

This expected length will then be used to compute the du-
ration of the complete reservation period. For this purpose
we de�ne a random variable XN : the length of super-round
with N nodes, measured in contention rounds (CRs). We
can de�ne the probability of this random variable being a
particular value i ∈ [1, N ] as follows:

P (XN = i) = P (AN
i ∩BN

i )

= P (AN
i | BN

i )P (BN
i )

(1)

In the above equation AN
i represents the event that at

least one node makes an attempt in the ith CR and thus
ending the super-round. BN

i , on the other hand represents
the event that no node has made an attempt in any of the
prior i − 1 contention rounds; otherwise the super-round
would have ended earlier. Since a super-round ends once
the �rst attempt has been made the event XN = i occurs
when both these events occur together.
Since P (BN

i ) represents the probability that no one has
made an attempt in any previous CR, it is the compliment
of the sum of events that XN = k where k ∈ [1, i − 1].

Thus P (BN
i ) =

(
1−

∑i−1
k=1 P (XN = k)

)
. Also, given that

no attempt has been made in the i− 1 previous contention
round, the probability is obtained by considering a uniform
distribution over N − (i + 1). Thus P (AN

i | BN
i ) = 1 −

(1− 1/(N + 1− i))N . Combining these two de�nitions into
Equation 1 gives us a recursive solution for P (XN = i),
where the termination condition is P (XN = 1) = 1 − (1 −
1/(N))N .
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Figure 5: Average Length of Super-round (in num-
ber of contention rounds) as network density is
changes.

P (XN = i) =

(
1−

i−1∑
k=1

P (XN = k)

)
(
1− (1− 1

N + 1− i
)N
) (2)

Using Equation 2 we can now estimate the average dura-
tion of a super round.

E[XN ] =

N∑
i=1

iP (XN = i) (3)

We solve the expected duration of a super-round as de-
�ned in Equation 3 numerically. Figure 5 shows the result
of plotting this expectation for di�erent N (network den-
sity). It is apparent that the number of nodes starting a
super-round has an exponentially (with respect to number
of nodes) insigni�cant impact on the expected duration of
a super-round. Thus having the exact count of contend-
ing nodes (using counting-aware capability in underwater
MACs like T-Lohi) allows the super-round to end within an
average of 1.5 contention rounds, even for very high density
networks.
To generalize, while our super-round frame-work is meant

to model the backo� process of a counting-aware MAC,
we believe the concept is more general. Since it does not
attempt to model a successful packet transmission, super-
rounds are a natural building block to model general con-
tention based backo� mechanism, such as binary exponential
backo� (BEB) used in IEEE 802.11.
In the next section, we model the entire reservation period

of T-Lohi as a Markov chain of states represented by super-
rounds. We will then be able to use the result obtained from
Equation 3 and Figure 5 to calculate the estimated length
of this reservation period.

4. ANALYZING RESERVATION PERIOD
We now use the concept of super-round and its average

duration (results from the previous section) to analytically
compute the length of a reservation period.
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4.1 Markov Chain Model
This Markov chain model will provide a mathematical

bound for T-Lohi's convergence time (or any counting-aware
MAC in general) that we can compare with the simulation
results present in a previous publication [17].
We start by representing each super-round as a state.

Thus an N node super-round's state is SN . In our Markov
model of T-Lohi's reservation process, the network starts
from a special entry state SNe . This entry state represents
the �rst contention round where all the contending nodes
necessarily collide. This is necessary to capture the initial
contention round which is not part of any SR (Figure 4)
Thus nodes transition from this entry state to a SR state in
exactly one contention round. Each node then either stays
in that state or transitions to a state with fewer number of
nodes. The transitions between and within the contention
states can happen with a variable delay based on the length
of the super-round. For example in the �rst reservation pe-
riod of Figure 4 the transition from a 3 node state (S3 as
per our de�nition here) can happen in two contention rounds
(as shown) or also in three CR if all three nodes choose to
attempt in the third round. Modeling such intricate transi-
tions makes the model cumbersome; we instead approximate
by assigning E[XN ], the estimated length of for SN (from
Equation 3), as the transition delay from SN to any other
state. We will show, by comparing with simulation results,
that this approximation has no signi�cant a�ect on the ac-
curacy of our model.
The reservation period ends when the transition is made

to another special state S1 that represents selection of one
of the original N nodes for data transmission. Finally this
special state returns to the original entry state to represent a
saturated network where allN nodes start contending again.
We purposefully ignore the data transmission time that must
occur for this transition since that delay is not part of the
reservation delay we are modeling here.

4.1.1 Example for a two node network
We �rst provide, for the purpose of clarity, an example

of the Markov chain model in a relatively simple two node
network to capture the essence of our modeling process.
Figure 6 shows the Markov chain model for a two node

saturated network. The network starts in the special entry
state S2e in which both nodes contend simultaneously. After
a single CR they transition to the super-round (SR) state
of S2, where each node chooses to backo� and reattempt
within the next two contention rounds. Since its equally
probable that the nodes choose the same or a di�erent round,
the transition to to S2 or S1 (data transmission) is equally
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Figure 7: A generalized Markov chain model to an-
alyze the convergence time of a T-Lohi reservation
period.

likely. In order to model a saturated network (and make
the Markov chain irreducible) we return to the special entry
state S2e .
We de�ne the average duration of the reservation period

as T2: the time taken in going from state S2 to S1. Since we
assume no time is spent in S1 (where reservation has ended
and data transmission starts), T1 is by identity zero. We
can therefore solve for the RP duration as follows:

T2 = P2,1E[X2] + P2,2E[X2]

= (0.5)(1.25) + (0.5)(1.25) = 2.5
(4)

Adding the initial CR for the transition from S2e to S2 we
reach an average reservation period length of 3.5 contention
round; this value is in agreement with both a 2-node closed
form solution and simulation results for the two node net-
work (for details about simulation parameters, see [16]). We
will now generalize this very mechanism to solve a general-
ized Markov chain representing any network density, given
perfect counting.

4.1.2 Generalized Model
We now expand our model to a general network topology.

Figure 7 shows this general Markov chain model with a net-
work of N saturated nodes. The chain starts in the entry
state SNe depicting N saturated nodes at the start of every
reservation period. We transition from this entry state to a
corresponding super-round state SN in a single contention
round (the �rst of the reservation period) where each node
discovers there are N − 1 other contenders. Each state of
the Markov chain either loops-back or goes to a lower value
state with a certain transition probability. Thus state SN

can transition to any of the N−1 states where fewer number
of nodes contend or loop-back.
We now need to de�ne the transition probability PN,j be-

tween states SN and Sj . Since the transition to state Sj

can happen in any of the N possible contention rounds we
de�ne this probability in the following manner:

PN,j =
N∑
i=1

P (CN
i,j | BN

i )P (BN
i ) (5)

Here CN
i,j represents the event that exactly j nodes collide

in the ith ≤ N contention round of a super-round with N
nodes. BN

i is the same event de�ned in Section 3.2; the
event that none of theN contending node made a contention



attempt in any of the prior i−1 contention rounds. P (CN
i,j |

BN
i ) therefore can be de�ned as the combined probability

of
(
N
j

)
possible event where j nodes choose the ith round

with probability ( 1
N+1−i

)j while the remaining N−j choose

not to with probability (1 − 1
N+1−i

)N−j . Using the prior

de�nition of P (XN = k) and P (BN
i ) we get the following

state transition probability:

PN,j =

N∑
i=1

(
1−

i−1∑
k=1

P (XN = k)

)
(
N

j

)(
1

N + 1− i

)j (
1− 1

N + 1− i

N−j
) (6)

We would like to point out that Equation 6 does not cover
the transitions from the special state SNe and S1. The tran-
sition to the state S1 results in an immediate (incurring no
time-cost in contention rounds) transition to the original
entry state SNe . This transition is added to model a fully
saturated network as explained previously. Also, we sepa-
rately de�ne that SNe transitions to SN in one contention
round to capture the �rst round not part of any super-round.

4.2 Solving for RP Duration
We now solve our Markov model of the reservation period

to �nd its average duration in the number of contention
rounds.
For this purpose we observe that, barring the special entry

state, any state Sj is reached only from either itself or higher
states (from Si, i ≥ j). Hence if we de�ne Ti as the time
duration it takes to transition from state Si to S1, we can
use the above observation to solve the model as a simple
recurrence. To �nd the length of the reservation period we
thus need to �nd just TN , which is solved as the following
recurrence:

TN =

N∑
j=1

PN,j(E[XN ] + Tj)

T1 = 0

(7)

Here we have assigned a duration of E[XN ], the average
number of contention rounds in a super-round from Equa-
tion 3, to any transition from state SN to make analysis
tractable. Equation 7 thus provides us with the average
duration in terms of contention round(s) of going from the
�rst contention state SN of a generalized N node network
to S1 where the reservation period ends. By adding the ini-
tial single contention round transition from SNe to SN we
are therefore able to �nd the average duration of a T-Lohi
reservation period for a saturated (and therefore the worst
case) N -density network.
Equation 7 does not have an obvious closed-form solution.

We numerically solve the equation for di�erent network den-
sities and show the result in Figure 8. We also compare
with simulation results for a reservation process that meets
all our analysis assumptions (full details of simulations are
elsewhere [16]; essentially a saturated, synchronized T-Lohi,
with no consideration for spatial fairness).
The simulated protocol captures the essential counting

processes and represents exactly counting-aware MAC pro-
tocols. Separately, we have derived a closed form solution for
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multiples of contention rounds) for a varying net-
work density as predicted by our model.

a 2-node network [16]. That closed-form solution also rein-
forces our Markov model as it calculates a reservation period
of 3.5 contention round which matches the result from our
more general Markov model where T2 equals 3.5 as well.
Figure 8 shows the results of our analysis as compared

to simulation of just the contention process. The most im-
portant conclusion from this analysis is that MAC protocols
with perfect counting converge quickly regardless of network
density. Thus, going from 3 nodes to 40 nodes (an order of
magnitude increase in density) the duration of a reservation
period increases by only 5% (from 3.43 to 3.6). This result
con�rms our prior observations of T-Lohi stability and iden-
ti�es counting as the key mechanism to provide stability.
Our model and result are for a saturated network (stations

always have data to send). However, the model is general
enough to extend for arbitrary load at any network density.
Thus, a below-saturation load for a higher density network
can be easily translated to a lower density, but saturated
network to match the analysis shown in the paper. Thus
our result also shows that counting-awareness leads to load-
independent delay in contention resolution.
We next observe that our numerical results are consistent

with our simulation results as they are within its 95% con�-
dence interval. This corroboration between simulation and
the numerical solution of our model validates our approxi-
mation in using expected values (and not the exact value)
for each super-round duration (in Section 3.2).
In Figure 8 we also observe that the average duration of

reservation period is lower for a 3- or 4-node case compared
to the 2-node case. This initial decline�from 3.5 rounds
to 3.43 rounds per RP�is explained by observing that the
values of PN,1 steadily increase from a lower-bound of 0.5
for N = 2. In other words, the probability of a single node
making the �rst attempt, and therefore winning the right to
channel access, increases with density (for example, it is 0.55
for N = 3 and 0.58 for N = 40). The average reservation
length (refer to Equation 7), however, depends on the sum
of all intermediate transitions that lead to the termination
state. Since the two node case has no intermediate state, the
duration is largely dependent on the direct transition to the



termination state S1. Going from two to three nodes, the
increased probability of going directly to termination state
coupled with a similar transition duration (E[X2] = 1.25
and E[X3] = 1.33) and very little contribution from the sin-
gle intermediate transition, results in a shorter total dura-
tion than for two nodes. However with increasing number of
nodes, the number of intermediate transitions become more-
and-more signi�cant and result in a monotonic increase in
the duration of a reservation period.
We next discuss some interesting implication of our ana-

lytical results.

4.3 Discussion and Implication of Results
Now that we have modeled the reservation period of a fully

counting-aware protocol (speci�cally the T-Lohi underwater
MAC), we next discuss the predictions and implications of
this model.

4.3.1 Differences with Published Results
As mentioned previously (Section 3.1) our model captures

a simpli�ed version of the T-Lohi protocol, without synchro-
nization or fairness control. Our model shows a signi�cant
dip in the delay beyond two nodes (reason explained in pre-
vious section), however this result di�ers from our prior sim-
ulation results (Figure 8 in [17]) where a two node network
show smallest delay that only increases with density. There
we attribute this result to a combination of asynchronous
access and the spatial fairness dominant at lower densities.
Both of these factors, however, are ignored in our model that
we have simpli�ed to generalize for exact counting-aware
MAC protocols. Thus, the throughput of real-world T-Lohi
exceeds our analysis at lower network density (between 2�
10 nodes) where these factors are dominant; we expect they
converge as network density rises.
While we show that convergence time is independent of

density, this claim assumes perfect counting. However, for
a 200ms round and 5ms tone, even a 10 node neighborhood
has a 29% chance for at least one collision (similar to Birth-
day Paradox), with collision guaranteed in neighborhood
of > 40 nodes, We currently plan to look at incorporating
this imprecise count into our analysis, but as T-Lohi does
not require exact counts, we expect counting accuracy to
degrade gradually at increasing densities with performance
lower bounded by counting-assisted exponential backo�.

4.3.2 Deployment and MAC Design Implications
The example of T-Lohi suggests that counting MAC pro-

tocols are robust to network size, so they are especially well
suited for high density networks where many terminals have
data to send simultaneously. This need is common when
multiple sensors observe the same event and need to coordi-
nate their observations immediately, as in target tracking or
beamforming. For such scenarios the performance of MACs
with perfect counting would not degrade, for any network
density, even with bursty tra�c.
Our model also implies suitability of counting-aware pro-

tocols for delay-sensitive applications. For such applications,
like voice and video communication, hard bounds on pro-
tocol delay are important to provide QoS guarantees. Al-
though we report average-case performance, not hard, guar-
anteed bounds, our results suggest that count-based con-
tention protocols may be suitable for cases where bounded
performance with very high probability is su�cient.

A �nal implication of our model, points to a memory-
less property for counting-aware protocols. Intuitively it
would appear bene�cial to remember the number of con-
tender in a previous round. The reservation-time's indepen-
dence on how many nodes eventually retry, however, reduces
the advantage of retaining or propagating this information
for MACs that can count contenders, because they can re-
generate this information when needed.

5. RELATED WORK
There has been a great deal of work on performance anal-

ysis of wireless MACs that is similar to our work. We next
review that, with work on counting-aware MAC protocols
and underwater medium access.
Contention resolution and methods to measure contention

are two key aspects that a�ect the performance ( through-
put, delay, and fairness) of MAC protocols. Modeling the
MAC layer can both predict and bound performance, and
also provide mechanism to optimize parameter selection.
Several analysis of the IEEE 802.11 protocol have been per-
formed, largely due to its wide-spread use. Initial capacity
analysis for the protocol were performed by Calì et al. [4].
Bianchi provided a Markov chain based model of the 802.11
DCF [2]. Both these works show that throughput of 802.11
is highly dependent on number of contending nodes and its
knowledge helps improve throughput. These conclusions
naturally lead to the development of mechanisms that es-
timate the number of contenders leading to counting-aware
(of which T-Lohi is an example), as opposed to just collision-
aware, MAC protocols.
Several works have proposed mechanisms to estimate the

contention count. Based on their 802.11 DCF model [2],
Bianchi et al.provide a closed-form approximation that re-
lates contender count to the probability of collision seen by
a transmitted packet, or conditional collision probability [3].
They estimate this conditional collision probability using ob-
servations of transmissions on the channel in each slot. Us-
ing a Kalman Filter, they present a robust mechanism to es-
timate the contender count for 802.11 DCF. Idle-sense MAC
extends the idea of estimating contenders indirectly by using
local observations of idle-time between transmission to dis-
tributively decide a contention window [9]. They also show
that a uniform CW allows for greater short-term fairness
and their chosen CW maintains, using feedback, an opti-
mal number of concurrent contending nodes. Another MAC
protocol design infers the conditional collision probability
by observation of collisions and then using a distributed
gradient-play algorithm to de�ne an appropriate contention
window [5]. They use game-theoretic mechanisms to prove
that their algorithm converges to a Nash equilibrium, and
improves throughput (compared to 802.11 DCF) since now
the CW is sensitive to the contender count. However, all
the above work in wireless RF MAC protocols assumes par-
tial or indirect knowledge of the contender count. We show
instead that an exact knowledge of contender count allows
protocols that converge in less than 4 contention rounds even
with asymptotically many competing terminals, and demon-
strate this result for an underwater MAC protocol, T-Lohi,
where such count is possible.
The concept of space-time volume (Section 2.1) has im-

plicitly been used in several of the most recent underwa-
ter acoustic MAC protocols [6, 7, 12, 14, 17]. Most of the
MAC protocols, however, use the additional volume avail-



able to channel larger amounts of data, thus increasing pro-
tocol throughput. T-Lohi, however is unique in using the
additional volume to provide the contention-counting ca-
pability, since it aims to jointly increase throughput and
energy-e�ciency. To the best of our knowledge, T-Lohi is
the only wireless MAC protocol that is fully counting-aware,
as it uses the propagation latency of underwater acoustic
networks to exactly count the number of contenders.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented an analysis to �nd bounds on the de-

lay in packet transmission for counting-aware MACs where
the number of concurrent contenders can be determined. We
demonstrate this principle using T-Lohi, a recently devel-
oped MAC for underwater acoustic networks, and we suggest
how the results generalize to other high-latency RF media,
or possibly can be approximated even in general RF me-
dia. We model the contention process by breaking it into
conceptual super -rounds, which become states of a Markov
chain. We solved the Markov chain numerically to show the
reservation process as nearly independent of network den-
sity with only 5% increase in delay for an order magnitude
increase in density. This result explains the load-stability
shown by example counting-aware protocols like T-Lohi and
also points to a unique memory-less feature for such MAC
protocols. We believe our results will help spur interest in
design of counting-aware protocols since they combine the
�exibility of contention-based with the delay guarantees of
TDMA-based MAC protocols.
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